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Getting Started 

This is a tutorial for an advanced function building off of the material available in the two 

tools:  

“Functionalization Workbench”  

(https://nanohub.org/tools/partsub/) 

“nanoDDSCAT+” 

(https://nanohub.org/tools/ddaplus/) 

 

Tutorials can be found respectively at: 

(https://nanohub.org/resources/23407/download/inorganicBuilder_tutorial_NANO.pdf) 

(https://nanohub.org/resources/22905/download/ddaplus_tutorial.pdf) 

 

Rendering the STL Volume Files of All Molecules Used 

1) The first assumption will be that you have created a functionalized particle using the 

Functionalization Workbench, leaving you with a VMD session looking something like 

this: 

 

https://nanohub.org/tools/partsub/
https://nanohub.org/tools/ddaplus/
https://nanohub.org/resources/23407/download/inorganicBuilder_tutorial_NANO.pdf
https://nanohub.org/resources/22905/download/ddaplus_tutorial.pdf


 

 

2) Note the new “Pack Structs as .STL” button. Clicking this button will automatically 

export all the relevant pieces of the structure constructed as separate volume files. It does 

not matter whether the structure has been built or not, the routine simply exports the base 

molecule used as well as the intermediary structures that the user has added: 

 

 
 

3) The STL files are saved as a .TAR archive in order to facilitate downloading all the files 

at once. This can be downloaded locally through the Upload/Download feature in the 

Workflow toolbar:  

 



Loading the STL Files into nanoDDSCAT+ 

1) Upload the .TAR package as-is into a nanoDDSCAT+ session using the 

Upload/Download button in the Workflow toolbar. 

2) Open up Blender and under File>Import> select “Import STL Archive (as .tar)”. Then, 

select to open the .TAR file you uploaded and the volumes should immediately appear in 

the viewer for editing. 

 

 
 

 



3) Continue through the workflow for nanoDDSCAT+ as usual. Every STL volume for each 

intermediary piece of the functionalized particle from Functionalization Workbench 

can/will be considered as a separate volume (if this option is selected in DDAConvert).  

 

Note about nanoDDSCAT+ simulation with molecular volumes: 

- Refractive indices for the various materials (i.e. PEG) can be found online and 

approximated as a single value. Input these values using the Constant Dielectric 

option for each respective shape in nanoDDSCAT. For example, a simple internet 

search for “average refractive index of Polyethylene Glycol” yields several pages 

from www.sigmaaldrich.com giving approximate indices of PEG as ranging from 

1.460 to 1.467 so here we would likely use 1.4635 as PEG’s refractive index. 

- Instead of creating an MD setup with water molecules, one can just set the ambient 

refractive index in nanoDDSCAT to be 1.33 

 

(Discretization of Functionalized particle as points) 

http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/


(Electric Field generated by nanoDDSCAT on the discretized model) 


